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nates as a relative point is bona fide a 'line segment' be- tween the point and the reference point! The advantage of directly estimating the infinity trifocal tensor ... 
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Structure from Motion from Three Affine Views Long QUAN Maxime LHUILLIER Department of Computer Science, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong.



Abstract We describe a new method for Structure From Motion from three affine views. The central idea of the method is to explore the intrinsic three-view properties instead of previous two-view ones. The first key observation is that an affine camera is indeed essentially a one-dimensional projective camera operating on the plane at infinity : we prove that the essential motion—relative camera orientations—is entirely encoded by the infinity 1D trifocal tensor. From a practical point of view, this analysis allows the development of two new algorithms of SFM from three views. One based on entirely the minimal trifocal tensor and another on affine three-view constraints. Both algorithms are novel as all previous SFM from three views have been heavily based on only two-view constraint to extract Euclidean structure. These algorithms have been demonstrated on real image sequences.



1. Introduction Motion/structure from orthographic or weak perspective views is a very old and popular topic. It is well known that at least 4 non-planar points over 3 orthographic or weak perspective views are sufficient to uniquely determine motion/structure up to a reflection about the image plane [21, 7, 9, 16]. Many algorithms have been published for this problem: the linear methods of Huang and Lee [7, 10], non-linear algebraic methods of Koenderink and Van Doorn [9, 2] and non-linear numerical method of Shapiro et al. [14]. A good review of the different methods can be found in [14]. The main drawback of existing methods is that they are essentially based only on two-view constraints. Very recently, multiple affine-view constraints have been intensively studied ([13, 8, 1, 19, 3]) the method proposed in [13] combined both 3-view and 2-view constraints. However no method exists for SFM from only three-view constraints probably due to the complicated relationship between euclidean motion parameters and 3-view constraints. The central idea of this paper is to fully exploit the threeview constraints as they encode much richer motion infor-



mation as the two-view constraints do. The first key observation is that an affine camera is indeed essentially a onedimensional projective camera operating on the plane at infinity, as 1D projective cameras are encoded by the 1D trifocal tensor, we show that the essential motion is encoded by the infinity 1D trifocal tensor. Different algorithms are also proposed to determine motion parameters from the trifocal tensor. From a practical point of view, this analysis allows the development of two new algorithms of SFM from three views. One based on the minimal trifocal tensor and another on redundant affine three-view constraints. Both algorithms are novel as all previous SFM from three views have been based on only 2-view constraint to extract euclidean structure. These algorithms have been demonstrated on real image sequences. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the affine camera and the 1D projective camera models and discuss their relationship. Then, we describe how to determine motion parameters from the infinity trifocal tensor in Section 3. The computation of the infinity trifocal tensor is presented and discussed in Section 4. A short conclusion and future perspectives are given in Section 5.



2. 2D Affine and 1D Projective Cameras Notation Throughout the paper, vectors are denoted in lower case boldface x, u . . . , matrices and tensors in upper case boldface A, T . . . (sometimes, matrix dimensions are made clearer with subscripts like A ); Scalars are any plain letters or lower case Greek , , , . . . . The geometric objects are sometimes denoted by plain or Greek letters like for a 2D line and for a 3D line whenever it is necessary to distinguish the geometric object from its coordinate representation by a vector l. Covariant indices are written as subscripts and contravariant indices as superscripts. e.g. are written with an upthe coordinates of a point x in per index x . The implicit summation convention is also adopted: Any index repeated as subscript and superscript in a term involving vectors, matrices and tensors implies a summation over the range of index values. . e.g. the th coordinate of the matrix product Ax is 2D affine camera The affine camera first introduced by 
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Mundy and Zisserman [11] is the uncalibrated version of orthographic, weak-perspective and para-perspective projection models. It also describes a common degeneracy of the projective camera either when the viewing field is narrow or the scene is shallow compared to the average distance from the camera. Its broad usage not only lies in its algebraic simplicity, it is unavoidable for better numerical stability as it prevents the algorithms from their inherent illconditioning. The key property is that parallelism is preserved by the affine camera A so that the plane at infinity has been identified and the points at infinity are projected into points at infinity. The principal plane is sent to be confused with the plane at infinity, this is equivalent to having the third if row of the projective camera matrix fixed as : the plane at infinity is identified as M t A . 0 Finite points x x are projected onto finite imu as u M x t If we furage points u ther use relative coordinates of the points with respect to a given reference point (for instance, the centroid of a set of points), the translation component t is canceled and the projection equation for finite points in relative coordinates are x. therefore u M This last equation is the basic projection equation for points in an affine camera when relative coordinates are x with always used, and will be only denoted as u M the implicit assumption that the centroid has been selected as the reference point throughout the paper. 1D projective camera One-dimensional projective camera has been first abstracted from the study of the geometry of lines under affine cameras [12, 5, 18]. It can also be defined by simple analogy to a 2D projective camera operating on lower dimensions. A 1D projective camera projects a point x in (projective plane) to a point u in (projective line). This projection may be described by a homogeneous matrix M as u M x We now examine the geometric constraints available for points seen in multiple views similar to the 2D camera case [15, 17, 6, 20, 4]. There is a constraint only in the case of 3 views, as there is no any constraint for 2 views (two projective lines always intersect in a point in a projective plane). Let the three views of the same point x be given as folMx u M x. These can be lows: u Mx u rewritten in matrix form as 
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